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Bush greeted by mixed response
-

BY CHUCK SAMBUCllINO . proximately 30 supporters in atSenior News Editor
tendance.
On Oct. 7, dozens of Xavier stu- ·
Loyal Bush suppprters came
dents joined other Midwesterners . early and crowded at the front of
who gathered at the far gates of the masses, very close to the CinU n ion Terminal, making their . cinnati Museum Center.
voice8 heard as President Goorge W.
Anti-war protestors came later,
· Bush gave a live speech to· the".en- ·. but the ·steady flow of people con~.
tire nation inside. . .
' tinued and stretChed on for blcicks;
''Anyone who feels strongly Over the hours, numbers grew draabout the potential war with Iraq matically, and by dusk, the protestshould be here," stressed junior ors outnumbered supporters.
Amanda Corzine.
. "'We represent the many, many
Two city blocks were crowded more· that are here in spirit," said
with both proponents and oppo- one female.speaker. ''W.e are here
t<;> live together, care for each other
nents to the war with Iraq,
Senior Chris Penna was one of and respect each other at all times.
the stUdent protesters. ''Tonight is I have to believe there's an option
· about student voices coming to- other than violence."
gether to speak out against a poJunior Courtney Henderson distential war with Iraq, There hasn't agrees, "I support his decision to
been a proper dialogue. Is Bush attack Iraq. Saddam ·has gone too
speaking on behalf of us? No. He's far; He can't disrespect us like that.
speaking on behalf of his adminis- We're here to give college republi. tration,". he said.
.
cans and conservatives' a voice."
. Approximately 50 students
''The time for denying, deceiv.,
joined in the nonviolent protest, · ing and delaying has· come to an
along with XU Bush supporters and end;' Bush told civic leaders at the
the College Republicans~
Cincinnati ··Museum Center. ·
''We are out here to support our "Saddam Hussein must disarm
president and ·make him feel wel- himself or - for the sake of peace
come." sai.d junior ColleeD' Heister. - we will lead a coalition to disHeisier estimated there were ap- · arm him."

With an upcoming vote in Con-'
gress concerning military action,
Bush is adamantaoout gaining pu~ ..
lie s:upport for the war.
·
Bush coniends that Saddam is
. harboring "dangercms~' weapons
and that we cannot hesitate· to defend freedom by getting iJivolved.
Scott Ritter, a former U.N; weapons inspector, believes that rushing
in without being sure is the worst
move we can make. ''We can ~t go to
war based on ignorance."
·
Students who missed the protest · .
wm bave another opportUnity to let ..
their voice be heard.
President of Student Govern- ·
ment, senior Michael McBride, is
meeting with Christina Gates who·
·is writing a story for the Cincinnati
Enquirer on Friday ·to discuss where ·
Xavier.students stand.
Students are encouraged io share
their opinions with McBride by
dropping off letters or signatures in
his mailbox, in·the ·sGA office.
"It's amazing how many people
turned out for this, considering:' said
. .
. .,
......
. .
.
:PHOfO.COUim!SYOPn:>MBAYLE\'
senior Mary A.one Helmsing. -•-No
. President G~orge _W. Bush stopped in Cincinnati· in order to, gain
matter what your view is, you have
midwestem support for a war with Iraq.
·
to get out there and speak your mind.
·You have to be an active citizen always."

Xavier, UC register voters
BY ELlzABETH BONEAU

ciaos that the students of Cincinnati will be voting in the upcomYesterday, crosstown rivals · ing elect~on/' said Geoff Milz,
Xavier University and the Univer.: president ~f the University of
sity of Cincinnati put aside their · Cincinnati's Environmental Stubasketball differences and banded dents for Awareness, Volunteerism.
together to promote a more impor- and Education.
tant cause - voting.
''Those politicians who ignore
The rally on the steps of City issues students care about - tuHall marked the end. of each ition hikes, social justice, and.en~
university's respective voter regis- vironmental protection - risk lostration drives. In light of the upcom- ing the support of the next generaing election, concerned students tion of our nation's leaders," said
have been doing their best to pro~ Milz.
mote getting registered and getting
.The Xavier initiative not only
involved in order to impact change demonstrated the willingness of
in Cincinnati.
the registering students to get inStudents constitute a large por- volved~ but the enthusiasm of
· tion. of the voting population and those students from various clubs
their response to the registration and o~ganizations who logged over
initiative .was overwhelming.
100 hours of seryice planning and
Dispelling the myth that students carrying. out the voter registration
don't care about voting pr city is- · :drive.·
sues, the University of Cincinnati
The student voting population
registered over 300 students while · often flags beCause out-of-state stuXavier registered over 380.
dents don't want to deal with the·
''We are sending a clear message · hassle of changing their registra,to local, state and .national politi- . tion, or they are·merely too caught
. Campus News Editor
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up in college life to be concerned
by the city around them.
The registration drive targeted
this apathy by bringing the issues
to the forefront and the registration.
tables to the dorms;
''A lot of people don't know that
they can vote here in· Cincinnati,"
said Xavier senior Elizabeth
Whitton,. a representative of the ..
EarthCare club and a speaker at
. yesterday's rally.
"I know much more about the
issues and the candidates on the
ballot in Cincinnati than back at .
home. That's why I am voting here
this time around and wanted to help
other students do tlie same:· said
·Whitton.
At the rally, Whitton addressed
the issues of social justice and the
environment while Milz spoke on
.
.
PHOfO COUKI'l!SY OP CHRIS PENNA
the increasing costs of tuition at Students from Xavier and the University of Cincinnati-join
state universities.
together to increase voter registration and awareness. .
Xavier senator .and junior
tals for the~ respective voting reg- were proudly wearing "Xavier
Amanda Corzine and the Univeristration drives to the crowd gath- ' Votes" T-shirts.
sity of Cincinnati's student body
president both .announced the to~ · ered on the -steps, many of whom

Bush comes to the
Queen City
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. Elizabeth Boneau,. Editor .
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GALLAGHER ·DEDICATES STUDENT.·CENTER

News Room: 745-3122
xunews@hotmail.com •

Family weekend .
The registration deadline for .
this year's Family Weekend,
Oct.. 25-26, is this Friday, Oct.
11. There are brochures with
registration forms and· event
times available at the Gallagher
Student Center information desk
or at www.xu.edu/student life.
The activities for Friday, Oc.t. 25
include registration, a welcome
dinner; a women's soccer game,
an art exhibit and a Xavier Players performance of "To Kill a
Mockingbird." On Saturday,
Oct 26 there is a scavenger hunt,
. Catholic historical tour, Space
Painter comedy routine, Mass
with Xavier President Rev.
Michael Graham, S.J., an Italian
dinner and. a performing arts
sampler.·For more information,
contact Amy.Hull at 745- 3004. _

Human resource
development··

PHOTO COURTESY OF BRY~ SIRBU

Xavier alumnus· Charlie Gallagher arid his wife Diane· pose with the plaque that
holds their images iri the atrium of the new student center that be~rs their na~e.
The,Gallagher Student Center was completed last spring and was dedicated Thursday,
Se}::it .. 26 as part of the annual Founders' Day·celebration. Gallagher, class of 1960,
l?~fsonally matched all donations up to $ 9 million to complete the building. .
.·

Stand~-Tall- teache:s

self-defense· ·cias·ses

Xavier is hosting an information session for its Master of Edu~
cation in Executive Human Redents themselves. He feels the both disciplines in· which he was inKATIE HUNT
Colltributing Writer
source Development.on Thurspro"grarri is a good fit.
valved for over 10 ye~s.
· This month, Xavi.er students,
"There are a number of risks
His idea was, instead of focusing ·
day, Oct. 17 at 7p.m. in the Schiff
faculty, and. staff will have an opFamily· Conference Center. Adon college campuses," states on a particular pedagogy, to combine
portl!nity to learn how to better pro~ . Lucarelli.
. - missfon requirements and fin anhis two interests into a program that
tect themselves .
· "This program is designed for focuses on ~elf-protection.
. cial aid will be discussed. Human
The university has reached an
Resource Development faculty,
people who.find the.mselves in an
Though he began by teaching his
agreement with Stand Tall, a selfstudents and alumni will be on
uncomfortable situation."
children and their friends, Stand Tall
defense program operated by fihand to explain program require. Matt Turner, assistant director . has grown by.holding training at the
ments and to answer specific: . nance professorDino Lucarelli; ·
. of Intramurals, Club Sports, and -YMCAs in Cincinnati, as well as ofIn this six-~week program~ Stand
questions.
Spirit Groups a~ Xaviet will b~ :,ferjng classes at.Tri~Health Pav_i.lion
Tall.
focus
the physical as- : . assisting Lucarelii. ·' . - · · . Coun'try'Club. .. ..
Health. Iservices·
pects of a co~frontation:
·.
He participated in Xavier's . . Stand Tall also offers private, inParticipants will ·learn several .boxing team from 1995 to 1999, home training sessions.
administration
ways to escape from an'attacker and
and he holds a Bachelor of Sci~_
A person enrolling in this pro-_
The Xavier University graduhow to counter attack with enough . ence in sports management from gram will find it challenging. Stu- :
skill to. hold off most assaults.
ate program in health ·services
Xavier.
dents are expected to develop, not
administration is hosting an in. Though open to everyone,· the
Lucarelli began Stand Tall as just" temporary skills, but improved
formation session on. Wednesmain target for Lucarelli is the stu"
a mixture bf boxing and karate, flexibility and muscular endurance .
day, Oct. 16, from 6:30 p.m. to 8
p.m. in the· Schiff Family Conference Center at the Cintas Center. For.more information and to
sign up for the information session, call 745-3687 or e-mail
Oct. 3, .8:40 a.m. Sept. }1, 11:30 .· p.m; Sept.. 28, 12:20 a.m. xumhsa@xu.edu.
Physical Plant discovered a
Campus Police 'assisted th.~ . Campus Police assisted CincinNorwood Police Department with · nati Police in breaking up a loud · possum had been killed by
MSA meeting·
a foud disorderly party in the 3800 ·party in the 900 block of Marion · someone throwing rocks. at it
The Muslim Student Association block of Ivanhoe. Five students Avenue. There were approxi- .
outside CBA;
will hold their first meeting Thurs- . were cited for running a disorderly ·mately I 00 stude.nts in attenday, Oct. 10 from 6 to 7 p.m. on th
house.
dance.
Oct. 3, 12:18 a~m.
residential mall in front of Buenge
·Sept. 28, 12.:35· a.m. 1\vo students were cited for
Hall. Come sign up for the MS.
Campus Police assisted Cincindisorderly conduct after they
mailing list and meet other· .MS
Sept. 25, 12:15 a.m. - A
nati Police in breaking up anwere observed arguing and premembers. For more irifo, contac .stack of newspapers were lit on fire
other party in· the 900 blOck of
pariitg to fight in front of the
www.xu.edu/msa.
in an outside ash tray in front of
Marion Avenue, There were: apCommons.
Brockman HalL
proximately 200 people in attenSki club meeting.
Oct. 4, 6:45 p.m. -:- A
dance.The student residents will
All snowboarders and skiers.
visitor attending an event in the
report to the off- campus rev.iew
are welcome to attend the ski club
Banquet Room reported that her
board.for disciplinary charges.
Sept. 26, 1:33 a.m. - Cammeeting this Monday, Oct. 14 at
purse was missing after leaving
pus Police assisted Norwood Police·
. 8:30 p.m. in Albers 103 to discuss
the
table unattended.
in breaking up a large crowd of
plans for this year's events. For
Sept. 28; 2:15 p.m;· people in the Norwood Plaza. 1\vo
·oct. · 4, 8:00 p;in; more information, please contact
students were arrested for disorderiy
Campus Police assisted ResiNorwood
Police found a 45Bill
Fader
at
conduct after Soupie's· Bar and
dence Life in' Brockman with
year-old
male
non-student dead
xuskiclub@hotmail.com.
Gr_ill closed due to fights inside the
· a disorderly Husman resident.
in his apartment at 1975
· The student was warned and
Don't tell them we bar:
Cleneay Ave. Norwood Police
escorted back to his residence
are currently inyestigatin~.
told you ...
hall.
Oct. . 4,
9:50 p.m. Don't Tell Anna will be holdOct. 2, 11:40 a.m. -A
Campus Police assisted Resiing its first show of the year on
student residing in his apart-.
deni;:e Life in searching· a room
Thursday, Oct. I 0 and again on
mentin the 900 block of Dana
in Brockman for illegal contraSept. 26, 1:57 a.m. - A
Friday, Oct. 11. Both shows are free
Avenue reported someone had
. band. A small quanity of mariand will be held at 7:30 in Kelley Husman resident was cited for disentered the apartment the night
juana, pipes and alcohol were
Auditorium in Alter Hall. Dona- orderly conduct when he Was obbefore and caused damage fo
found. The students will face
tions for Shantytown will be ac- . served kicking over a trash can in ·
his furniture.
internal disciplinary c~arges
front of WVXU.
cepted at the Friday show.

will

on

in the arms, shoulders and legs. It
involves a combination o( punches,
strikes, and kicks, as well as several other techniques ..
If interest is shown, Xavier hopes
to. make this a recurring program
on campus.
It will .be held in the Armory
Fieldhouse, and costs $20 for stU"
dents and $40 for faculty and staff.
To enrnll, c.ontact Turner at·.7452856. For more information on the
Stand Tall Program contact
Lucarelli at (859) 250-4140. ·

·Police Notes

I.

Oct. 5, 3:11 a.m;-Amale
subject was observed entering the
Cint~s Center and· stealing a folding chair. The theft was caught on
·video and is currently under investigation .
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BLO:OD·NEEDED! · ·
STUD-ENT SENATE AND I-IOXWORTI-I BLOOD OENTER·,VILuBE :··
HOSTING BLOOD DRIVES ON THE
FOLLOWING DATES:
JANlJ.A.RY 29 &.80
AI->J~II~ 8 & 9 .
CALL J.J GIBSON AT X3094 TO l\1AKE
AN AI:>POINTIVfENT

.

.

Does your club
need an extra . . . .
· .· $2000??? 'Then
listen up ...Each · ·
. monthSenate'·s ·
· CommunityAf- ·
· fairs cotntnittee ·
allocat~s

·two

non-seririce based
clubs or organiza~ .

>

··

· ··tioris arlcfone··<··:·;:: . .;~.. ;: • · ..
service oriented
club or organi~a-.
tion with thehighest average h9urs
·of service per
1nember $100 ap~

plied to eachclub
or organization's
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SENATE SPONSORED RESOURCE CARDS:

·Taking a step in the right c;iirectioI1,.:Xavier now has resource cards available ·
for women which provide information on eating disorders, -crisis line phon~ num~ · ~
bers, and other form~ ofcris~s. assistanqe,' Check them outin the SGA Officelocated
on the second floor of the Gallagher Center
·
· ·
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Sept. 11 one of three·planned attacks
past demonstrated ~hat he was in · Capitol was the. third target and that .
contact with bin Laden and his se-. al-Qaidais trying to mount a dirty.
Knight Ridder Newspapers
bomb attack, Capitol Hill is likely
nior aides in Afghanistan.
. .
. .
WASinNGTON ~The al-Qaida
Some U .S; law enforcement and · target because al-Qaida has a pat- · .
organization pl~ed tWo more ter- intelligence officials suspect that t.ern of trying until ·it succeeds. It
rorist attacks against the United members of the terrorist group are · attacked the Worid Trade Center
States, one of them using a radio~c- active in the northern tier oft he tWice and bombed the destroyer
tiVe "dirty bomb,''. in additio11 to the . United States and in Canada, per- USS Cole in Yemen after an attack.
Sept. 11 aQ:plane strikes, according . haps traveling back and forth in an on another American destroyer in
to a radical Islamist who in the past · attempt to fmd unguarded crossings the same harbo~ failed. ·
has had access to Osama bin La~:len · along· the long and hard-to"police
and other top al-Qaida leaders..
U.S.-Canadian border.
·The man said al-Qaida members
FBI officials also believe that a.
are 11till trying to ~arry .out a "dirty second cellofperhaps 20 al-Qaida
bomb" attack in the United States;· . terrorists was in the United States
but he said they?ve had trouble ···~ii S~pt. 11 to carry out anotheqit~
,..: '·.. ~.i:
. smugglilig· radiological matenal to :· ,.tack.. Members of this second c~ll,
their target, 'whichhe didnotspecify. one official said, apparently abanA '.'dirty. bomb... .is not a nuclear .. cloned apartments they had rented
weapon, but uses conventional ex- in Paterson, NJ. and Fairfax, Va.,just
plosive's to contaminate a large area outside Washington; D . C., after
with nuclear waste, nuclear. fuel or Sept. 11, leaving rented furniture and·
radioactive isotopes from medical other possessions behind in their
laboratories. The man did not de- haste.
scrib_e the third. planned attack.
The Islamist, who is in Western
Europe, said all ~hree attacks were'
planned by bin Laden's chief lieutenant, Egyptian doctor Ayman al
Zawahiri, and approved by the al- _S
__
Qaida leader. He claimed that both
men atealive and in.Afghanistan.
The Islamic militant ·said
· ·
Z~wahirl chose'New York's World

BY.JOHN WALCOTI

a

The al-Qaida orga;_
nizationplanned two
more terrorist attacks
against the United
States... · ·.·

-The ultimate goal ..
of411 three attacks>::··:
. was to convince
Americans that. thej
aren't safe so long as ·
their government
props up corrupt
secular regimes in the
Muslim world and
tationsmz_'fita_ry
forces on the Arabian
peninsula, the site of
Trade Center, the Pentagon and the . Islam's tw._o holiest
U.S. Capito~ as the tirgets of the
aircraff'attacks because they're places, Mecca.and
symbols of, respectively, America's
financial, military and pol~tical Medina.

The Islamic radical spoke last power. U.S. officials _have long beweek only on the condition of ano;. lieved that the hijackers' third tar~
nymity and denied being a me.mber get was the .Capitol, the White
of al-Qaida. His claims could not be House or CIA headquarte~ outsid~'
independently confirmed, and some Washington, but they've never
or all of them coUJ.d be an attempt to been certain. ·
terrorize or mislead Americans at.a · ·
Ifthe Capitol, alarge, white hill'."
tin)e whe~ al-Qaida has been unable) . top: b,uilding
that's much easier: tP
1
to
'another major terrorist op~· .... spot from the' air than the ·w bite
erati on.
. ..... House or CIA headquarters, was the
·But U.S. officials said the man's . third target, it was spared. when a
claims are consistent with what's hijacked United Airlines jetliner
known about al-Qaida's aims, metii- · crashed in Pennsylvania after pasods .and pursuit of radiOlogical sengers attacked the terrorists.
weapons, and the man twice in the
If the Islamist is cor:rect that the

mount

Osama bin. Laden· is seen- in. this April 1998
piqture in Afghanistan. On a new audiot~pe said
to be from bi.Ii Laden, a male voice warns that
the "youths of God" are planning more attacks

Bin Laden's and Zawahiri's immediate
aims on Sept. l l, the man against the. United· States.
·
.murder tWo days before the attacks.
said, wei:e to infliCt mass casualties · Mecca and Medina.
and to disturb the American psyche
The man ·also claimed that
He said bin Laden and Zawahiri
by making Americans feelun5;i._fe in · Zawahiri expected a strong~eri- warned Taliban leader Mullah
therrmvncountry..Theult_imategtia1, . ·can military responseto truf~~t; .Mohamffied .Qm~r-•. to abandon
of all three attacks was to convmce rt attacks. He said the EgyptiW,. cor- Afghanistan's cities and fight from
Americans that they aren't safe so rectly guessed that· the United the hills iftheAniericans attacked.
tong as their government props up . states would try· to ally itself With However, the 'mall said, Zawahiri un.corrupt secular regimes in the Mus- Afghan guerrilla leader Ahmed derestimated ·how effectively the
lim world and· stations military Shah Masoud, an enemy of the u:s.milltarycouldworkwithother
. forces on the Arabian peninsula, the · Taliban rulers who were sheltering · . members of the anti-Taliban northsite of Islam's tWo holiest pla~es, al-Qaida, and ordered Masoud's
''·'

·<o:

"·,· ••

,.)

· :.1s·RAEU 1NcuRs10N>i:
INTO:GAlJ(tEAVES <•

1
''· · •compil~d'by: Tim Shields· 't.Source: Ul>f Wire
· · l3"DEAD '.' '.-;,,
• ·
<. BANGLADESt(iLO
:clNSURAN<:'i:,COMP'6tNY · ·. Ade~sf':B P~l~it~pi~A!>'.,~~~e:
. ..
. . . . ..
..
.
.
. .
.. .
killed and scores woiinded tliis morn., :
S.EEK BETTER W0RK
. ORDERED'-T(!}i PAY$i O· . . ing'loil6whlg ~-b~ief isia~li·;.~~tir-;
CONDITIONS
: MILLiON FOR OIL SPILL. sion intotheGazaStrip, ~i:rii.ovcfls~.(

.

. . ··.·.The' !riteni'ati6naf Laoor or:.
.: E.cuadoi's .0superlof :court·iii ·me: ·'i-aei~:calted "ol3ligafory,,; bufwni~b;'.
. ganization a~d: .d1e :Bangladesh · port citY o(.Gti~yaq~jl .~>n:Wecines~. ', Palestfuiarts;, sMi.hwas mteriQ¢d''.-tfr;: .·
·G_armentManufacturers·and Ex;;, ·day ordered the London-based in-"·: derail peace'effoft;s. · ·.
· ·: ,, ·.·· ;
porters • As soc iati on . · have'; surance· coinpany Terra Nova to pay···· · ·.:.: Israeli forces\mvaded a Palestifi..: .:
launched a $2J million prognim; .. ·
to improve.: working conditions Galapagos National.Park for a January 200 i . fue"1 '' sp:ll~ 'riear 'the
ries, the United News
Bangladesij ieJ'oited Tuesday. ·
. :ffi.~
for which the

program;
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Bush appears unsure
in· Queen City
As Xavier students returned to gain support. He stated, "I hope this
Cincinnati to face more homework, will not require military action, but
tests and papers, President Bush it may. And military conflict could
visited the Queen City to face 700 be difficult." He hopes this will not
invited supporters and thousands . require military action? Wasn't the
ofuninvited protestors. Why Bush whole point to get Americans to
chose. Cincinnati to ·deliver his agree to the use of military action?
"stunning" address remains a mys- Bush stated military conflict could
tery.
be difficult - well thanks for clear-.
The majority of voters in Cin- ing that up for me.
cinnati already support Bush and
I do agree something needs to be
his wishes to use force in Iraq if done scion. Busli stated, "the longer
necessary. If he was trying to use· we wait, the stronger and bolder
the city to show how popular he is, Saddam Hussein will become."
perhaps it would be more believ- concern is after 10 years we are jµst
able if we were not aware that ev- now figuring this out? By no means
eryone actually watching:him at · do I condone starting ari all-out
Union Terminal was an invited re- nudear war, but how much more has
publican.
to happen before we realize AmeriMaybe we'd be more impressed cans aren~t the only global threat
with Bush as well if the television anymore?
cameras had n<?t .shown a predomiIf we hold off too long and let
nantly white, male adult group in~ Iraq throw the first punch, the results
side the terminal, and a variety of could be devastating. We've already
races, ages and sexes outside pro-' ... seen how some people with oil and .
testing. We all know conservative, . a hatred for Americans spend their
rich white. men support· B_ush. · money. Why wait for another tragic
Shouldn't he attempt to gamer sup- event before we step up?
Finally, I think ifs great sq many.
port. from people other than his
peers?
turned up to protest Bush.'s address.
The content of Bush's speech It's nice to make sure we look at both
also left much to be desired. I at- sides of the argument beforewe take
tempted to watch it on TV, but action; just to ensure we're doing the
found it difficult to process what right thing. The next time Bush
the president was saying, since he needs to gain support, hopefully
paused in the middle of sentences he'll speak to a more diverse group
without finishing any thoughts. It of people, in a city where the only
turns out I didn't miss much any- people voting aren't male, wealthy
way.
and white. Hopefully the next time
After reading a transcript of the he addresses. the nation, Bush will
speech at Cincinnati.com: my sus- better understand what he's talking
picions about the content were con- about, give Americans some details
firmed. Bush made numerous instead of vague flowery speech,
vague comments, causing me to and learn that nuclear is not proquestion whether or. not he really nounced "nucular."
knows for what he was trying to
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·President's war plan protested
tensity was palpable, and the protest did not lose steam as the night
progressed.··
· On Monday night as some stuAlthough the president did not
dents were watching the-president. exit through the crowd,. as many
speak out against ~raq, a handful · had hoped, the night of peaceful
of Xavier students decided to protests and objection was not fumake a difference by going down" . . tile'. By· screaming chants" like
town· and protesting the possible "peace is patriotic" and "no more
Iraq war. .
blood for oil,'' the crowd of people
TWenty to 25 Xavier students, had accomplished a goal which
armed with signs and strong be- was much bigger tha~ anyone
liefs, came out to dissuade the . could have imagined_.
United States from heading intoa
questionable war.
Xavier was not alone, however,
in their attempts to discourage the
the policy makers on how to vote.
The Cincinnati Enquirer estimates
abo_ut 2,000 protestors came out to
show their disgust with the
president's plans.
The event was definitely a
proud representation of the democratic system in action. For as far
as the eye could see, there were protestors with loud voices and signs
that displayed their feelings.
Xavier students, along with
While many protestors waved people from all over the country,
signs at passing traffic, many cars made it abundantly clear that all of
honked.' and waved peace signs in "middle America" does not support
approval. .The enthusiasm and in- the war, as Bush had hoped. The

BY CHAVON MITCHELL
Assistant ()p!Ed Editor

.. The kind ofaction
Xavier students
showed, revealed
many students at
Xavier don't just talk
the talk, they walk
the walk..

kind of action Xavier students
showed, revealed many students at
Xa".ier don'tjust. talk the talk, they
· walk the walk.
This kind of activism in the Cincinnati community is supported
and encouraged by many groups
on campus. One organization that
can help prepare students who
· would like to be community activi,sts is the Citizen Leadersryip Program.
'rhe program's emphasis is on
developing self-aware and commu~
nity-minded leaders that will feel
the call to action to address the
needs of their community.
Although the program is relatively new to Xavier, it is a neces-.
sity for Xavier to have programs
like these that hetp to develop the
entire person both academically
and morally. Anyone interested
can call the peer leadership team
·
at 745-3662.
The leadership and community
awareness that this kind of organi. zation encourages Was abundantly
clear at the protest on Monday.
The more college students Xavier
has who are interested in helping
.their community, the better.
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Defense.for son and.cohort's release
I wish to commend the parents · Dr. Timothy Meier, S.J.
of Paul Alberico, Dustin Alexander,
Under the new web format for
Neil Hantak and Chris Roman for biographies of the Xavier Univertheir great job of rearing their sons sity faculty members, the biograto be responsible
phy foi: Dr.
Carolyn Chamcitizens. ·To write
their Ietterof Sept.
bers, .a tenure~
18, 2002 took
·
,
, memberofthe bigreat· courage and
01ogy.department,
showed what won1 • states "More ref,'J,C cently, her rederful "stock" they

''It is interesting
that no Xavier Jesuits
h ·
·d b
ave expresse .pu
come from - they SU1>1»ort o+either Dr. search interests
saw an injustice
Tr
'J · .
' haveshiftedtothe
and they dealt with· Timothy Horan or .mechanism . of
it in the only way
,
.
.,
ovulation, and sfie
available to them, Dr.. Timothy.Meier, . works in.collabo. without regard _to
ST "
ration with Dr.
possible reprjsals
'J •
William L. Larsen
from faculty.
at· the University
It is interesting that no Xavier of Cincinnati College of Medicine.
Jesuits have ~xpressed public sup~ , A recent publication is 'Cumulus
port of either Dr; Timothy Horan or expansion initiates physical and

developmental anatomy of the oo- students stated in their letter "the . in· intelligence and both excellent
cyte. Zygote 4:335-341 (1996)" basis for the firing was discord be-· teachers? Were certain tenured fac(emphasis mine). That biography . · tween Meier and other members of ulty members of the biology depart~
is most interesting in light of thee- the biology department?" Is this ment fearful they would be shown
mail I received from the University type of inflated biography common · to be far inferior to the younger facof Cincinnati on
among all profes- ulty? Were they too popular with
Oct. 2, 2002 which
·ccr
,+ sors at Xavier, or the students? Will all future hires
states, "Dear Mr.
1S t. ZS
OJ
just the biology in the department be of just averMeier: You· ar~
departmen.t? Or, ageintelligenceandaverageteachcorrect that Bill
"./"j
.
perhaps, 1s. Dr. ers?.
Larsen passed
Chambers angling
Once again I wish to commend
'away, I believe .
for her own TV the parents of those four students
over a year ago.
show to rivai. ~hat . for the tremendous upbringing of
rm so~y, I'm not b. • 1
J
. ?"of the "psychics" their sons. Those four young men
able to fill in any tOtQgy
who commune should go far in their chosen pro. of the detajls, ex" ' ·
with the dead?
Jessions., : ..
cept that he had been acutely
I have some questions for the
ill ... "
Xavier University biology depart-Thomas J. Meier
1 do· know when my. son Rev. ment in light of the departures of
Father of Timothy Meier
· Timothy Meier was relieved of his Horan and Meier.
teaching position it '!Vas not for tellWere those two sacrificed being lies. Is it any wonder, as the four cause they are both above average

Music is clear,
m~ssage ·misleading

h. . .·

'type
inllated bio common
among al/professors
at Xavier, or just the
uepartment.

......
. I would like to begiri. by stating physical or. not, under any circum. I believe that race problems
that I was particularly ·disgusted at. stances ..
continue to exist in this day and
age partly because certain elements
the fact the Newswire would publish an article as·. unintelligent and
wjthin racism are self-perpetuating. ·
. non-c~ntroversial. as the one en~
Within the realm of racism certitled "Misunderstood Music:."
tain groups and/or individuals are
The first idea I disagreed with
labeled as racists, and there have
was the whole notion that rap; as ~
. been far too many cases where this
genre of. music, is controversial.
accusation has been false.
This is rather absurd. While discussThis,just like the very'practice
viole~_c~,
of racism,. is a problem· that has· to
ing this with my friend Chad
Frazier, he brought up the point that
stop. It's. only adding fuel to the
rap is about 20 years old and isn't
fire. I understand that when this
really controversial anymore.
. article is printed I may come off as
The content of many of the songs
a racist. In this particular situation,
is what has come under fire these
however, I am criticizing the na~
days. This, in tum, brings me to my
· There was also ail' interesting · ture and relationship between the
next qualm with the article - why statement made where the .author · victim.and the victimizer, while
would anyone in their right mind states it is disturbing when holding firm to the belief that racdefend violence, drug abuse and · "middle-class white America" criti- . Ism is wrong and that I will not
sexual innuendo?
cizes rap music, .·but immediately stand for any form of racism. ·
The author offers the argument and tactfully follows this statement
The two polarizing perspectives
these people (rap artists) ha~e been with the disclaimer that "this is not concerning the ~forementioned isforced into these particular_ a race issue."
sues. surrounding. rap music prolifestyles~ Although I don't deny
1 would.ask that if this is not a· duce a sense of blind judgment
many people are forced into certain race is~ue, then why was the topic which, in turn, does not allow for
deplorable social.and economic situ- of race mentioned at all? This state- any form of unbiased criticism.
ations, I will. never defend murder, meni leads me to believe that this,
drug abuse and the objectifying and in fact, at least through the eyes of
-Khalil EI-Bathy
raping of women, whether it be the author, is a race issue.
Class of '05

·"Why wou/d
anyone in their· right
mind defend.
drug qbuse,
and sexual
innuendo?
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Divided-We stand. according-to· cadet
Last issue's letter to the editor.
.. Students Uriite to Combat
Military'sDecision:•hri>ughttomy

Human nature is such that it Pro. vides for greed, hatred. and aggres".'
sionaniongstmall-'lbelievethat

''IJ'h . · ·ifi tt" · ·
·
·. ·
J -d · last
+
epact S · C response recommenaei
_tn
wee,k'S'le++
_,,,;er ,,o
. the editor will not succeed against an enemy who has violated
all -rrzoral bounr:faries repected by the civilized WOrfd. "

attention many people are mjsinformed on the issue of the United
States Government and its role in

warsarewagedbecauseofthecharacteristics that exist iii all human
beings; Plato was extremely accu-

the waron terrorism. First. theinere · - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - rate wben he.said. "only the dead
title demonstrated a lack of under- tude stand? It is also hard to un- upon mankind. These facl:S. with the stlllction than might have occurred have see11 the end of war." I hope
standing for .our country .and how derstand how this W<.lf can be .un- . well-founded hope that we will uI,-. with earlier intervention.
,through.this.l~tterpCQpJ~ w.illwme
it functions.
just and immoral when nearly · timately succeed in the war against
Appeasement did not work then. to one important understanding..:.The authors should be pleased· 3.000 innocent civilians were mur- terrorism. demonstrate that we are arid it will not work now. The paci- brave nien and women dedicate
to know the military in this coun~ dered in die worst terrorist attack · engaged in a just war."
fisticre5ponse recommended in last their lives to serving and defendtry does not write policy; we solely in the history of the world.
This being said. I am surprised week's letter to the editor will not ing their country against all enenforce it. Thus. the current war
· Our country responded in self- so many people signed their name . succeed against an enemy who has emies. both foreign and domestic.
being waged on terrorism was not defense. Remember. one of the to this "urijust" war mentioned in violated all moral boundaries re- . Within the last year, close to 100
the military's decision. Contrary most basic underlying principles of the article.
spected by the civilized world. Ter- American soldiers have already
to many beliefs. the military is ci- · go'(ernment is the protection of its
I was also confused by the sev- rorism is a far more complex and died in battle fighting against the
vilian-run by the government offi- citizens; and the decisions that were eral prior conflicts mentioned in the elusive enemy than the world has people responsible for Sept. 1L
Cials who were democratically .made by President Bush and his letter. They includ.ed the liberation ever seen and cannot be defeated
We voluntarily-enter into a proof Kuwait in 1991. the arrest of by conventional methods of the fessionwherewemaybecalledinto
elected.
cabinetrepresentedjust that.
Being entitled to vote in free and ·
Furthermore. I recall this war Manuel Noriega, the establishment · past.
action at any time· and forced to.
What' makes this country great leave behind our friends and famopen elections is just one· of the meets the criteria for the Catholic of a democratic government in
many rights we are privileged to · Church's Just War Theory, which is Panama in 1989 and .the decade.:. is that we have the right to express ily to fight for country.
.
exercise in this country because of why I have included this quote from long niili~ intervention in Viet- · our opinions whether they support
On this campus right now there
iheoverl,000,000menandwomen . a letter written by. Cardinal nani. Thesefourmilitaryoperations. oropposethemajority. However.I are close to 100 of-your fellow
who ·have given their lives to the Bevilacqua, a member of the U.S. have no relevance to the post- Sept. believe opposing viewpoints ex- classmates and friends who may
defense of our country and for the Catholic Bishops. "to President 11 situation and the current war on pose areas that often go overlooked some day be called upon to serve
freedoms some take for granted.
Bush on Oct. 16, 2001: "Mr. Presi.., terrorism.
by those who feel ~trongly on acer- you and your. country, and who
Secondly, and most importantly, dent, you have rightly called these
Perhaps a more relevant histori- tain issue. Having a position that . may one day die fighting for your·
I was puzzled wheri the letter con- attacks acts of war. Undeniably, ter- - cal parallel might be the rise of condemns war is one that I accept freedom to disagree with your govtinued to condemn the United rorists pose a threat to the live5 and Hitler and the Third Reich in Ger- and support. I do not like war and emment. All we ask is for you to
States, yet failed to condemned the security. of all people, and a par- many during the 1930s. Failure. to ·do ·not hope for them to oecui'. How.: ·understand' this·:· we are- all Anieriacts of terrorism. Thelettercalled ticular danger to Americans here recognize and address a growing ever~warshaveplaguedhumanex- 'cansandweareallunitedbyacomon those who are "committed to and oversea5. Our government has . . threat to world peace and stability is.tence from the beginning of time. moo bond of freedom. Don't ever
peace and justice, to resist the war the right and the duty to defend its only emboldened a ruthless leader and I unfortunately do not see an forget ~at.
-Mike Williams
that has been loosed on the world people against this modem plague. ancl resulted in far greater mass de-. end.
·
·
Army Cadet
by the Bush Administration as unClassof'05
just. immoral. illegitimate and dangerous." How can you be commit-'
ted. to peace and justice and at the
same time let an act of this magni- ·

''How can you be committed.to peace and justice and at the same·
.time let an aci ofthis magnitude_. $,tand?"

Fight for justice and p~ace
I would like to respond to a letter written by fellow students last
week entitled. "Students Unite to
Combat Military's Decision." They
sought out to '.•condemn the overall American military and political
direction taken since the tragedy
of Sept. 11, 2001." Which military
action would you be referring to?
· Could it be the .
searching of Af·
ghanistan mountains for the main
·
suspect of these
t.

than 3,000 casualties. If we do not
act now, the safety of our country
is ·at great risk. We cannot sit idly
by and wait for something to hap~ .·
pen!
InAmerica. weenjoymanyfreedoms that came at a high price.
Many men have died in order for
us to enjoy these freedoms. and
people wiH continue to die,
whether volun.f'
tary or involuntary. It is the sac-

''Ifwe do not act
h ·.,.{;,

.

now, e sa1-e'tJ 01 our
bombings, Osama .country is at oreat rifice that we all
bin Laden? Or per6 ··
make in order to
haps it was the mili- risk. ~ cannot sit preserve our. na-.
tary action taken to
tion arid everyoust the Taliban~ idly by and wait for thingitstandsfor.
· from political of..:
h
Do you enjoy
fice, a regime that
somet. ing to
your freedom? I
hanne..n!"
do. And I will
supported terrorists

Tr
support virtually
like bin Laden and
imposed numerous - - - - - - - - - - - - every measure ·
violations of human rights on. its that is adcen to presei;veit. eSpC- .
people?
cially when it stands fu be benefi.
This leads me to my next issue. cial to not only .the t.Js. but other
" ... A country (Iraq) witQ no con-· countries as well. I, believe that
firmed connection to Sept. 11.. ." this war is not only a war against
You are exactly right. They have terrorism. but a war against represno connection to Sept. 11. Al the sion and a war that could make the
same time. I believe many people, world a more peaceful and just
including those that signed this let- . world, just as all of you are attemptter would never like to see some- ing to fight for. God bless the U.S.
thing like this liappen again on Armed. Forces and Goo bless the ,
American soil. However, if we just United States. Let's Roll. ·
sit back arid not do i,tnything. we
will have another September 11, but
.-Melissa.Klabunde.
. this time. there will be many more
Classo/'04

11 v11 have· an .answer=-Send in your

, Because we have a qtf.estion

for you.

opinions t9day!

.The Mall Talk crew is. coming to a
mall near you ...get ready for the
camera XU!
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··~ . ··PL~ELP US HAVE
~ ... THE·t:tifi.I> WE HAVE
. . ·... - .

~- . We~!!!~m=~T!!~thisspecial

child and have been unsuccesmd on our owri. Due to
infertility, we calinot fulfill our dreams by ourselves. But you ·
·can help by: being an egg donor. We are a very Wann. and.
loving couple wlio would desperately Jove to have the. chance to
. conceive our own little angel. ·Your commitment would be one
. menstrual cycle. All of r.our expenses woUld be paid and for
this precious gift you will be compensated $2000 for your.
. efforts. If you are between the ages of21 and 32 and feel you
·can help fulfill our dream please contact the wonderful staff at:
The Institute for Reproductive Health
IVF Director, Dq>t DNS
3805 Edwards Road; Cincinnati, Ohio 45209
. (513) 924-5550
• All Infonnation is strictly confidential
i

Xavier University Black Student ~ssodation Presents

Tickets on Sale:. OMA: Mo'1- Fri 9 - 5·' Gallagher: Mon .;... Fri 2 - 4
Cafe: Mon 7 Wed 4:30 ~ 7:30, l?hursday 4:30 - 6:30

I2~

On Flll:IAY, OCTOBER 7:1J(JPll. fearfesS competitms will gather at the comer of Dana and
Woodburn Avenues for the 11" Annual Rull LIME HEu.SK.RuN/WAUC & ffAu.OMEEN PARTY. After SUNiving this HAIR RAISING RUN

The ghosfs and goblins are back!

tliRl\IQh ttiewarnirt Hills eemeteiy... 51ay tor live iiiusic. tree food; cheap·ooer, COOi c011edlbieS and ihe weeN Dawn Patroi's .... ·
INCOllPARABLE Costume Contest at what has beCome the best HaDoween party iri town! For additional infonnation call 513-5339300 x15. AWARos TO RRS1' SO llALE &SO FalALE RUNNERSI

REGISTER ONLINE ATWWW.RACEDllC.COU UNTIL llllJNIGHT, SATURDAY; OCTOBER 19.
ONUNE ENTRYFEES: RuN AND PARTY: $25 Includes: Enlly to run/walk, 2002 T-shirt and party ticket PARTY OHLY: $10 (must
registerw/runnerlwalker) Includes: Party TICl!et ·
·
.
·
liM.-IN ENJ'RYFEES: RuN AND PARTY: $30 Includes: Enlly to run/walk, 2002 T-shirt and party ticket PARTY ONLY: $15 Includes:
Party Ticket Visa, MastelCaid· Discover cant and AME>C are accepted or make checks payable to CYsTIC FIBROSIS FouNDATION
(CFFJ & mail to: 201.1 llADISON R<W>, CINCllNATI, OH, 4520& Additional RUN l.JKE HEU T-Shirts will be available for $10.
ENrRIES llf/STBE~JKW<En THllRSDA.Y. OCTOBER 11, 2001.
.
ADVANCE RACE PACKET PICKUP LOCATION TOBE DETERlllHED.

RACE PACKETS llAY BE PICKED UP ON RACE DAY oN SITE

FROll 10:00 All· &:30 .... AT 3637WOODBURll AVENUE.

T-&llRT SlzE:

CIUUC.:

RuNIWAU</PARTY

So SCARY You 'LL WANT
TO'

-

PARTY ONLY

11£1.EDIE

XXL

XL

L

M

s

lllF

·-

Do I'l! WITH A FRIEND! !

sr.

ZIP

VISA/llCI DISCOVER/ AllEX (CIRa.E DIE)

·@c1nc1nnat1 Bel/SM
.

·c.dl

EXP.llolo

a Broadwing compa!'y ·

l'lnrfSV-0("""'11di&ntis-111)

.

c;ystic.
Fibrosis
Foundat_ion.
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MQ~keteers

open A-10 schedule
with two wins, tough loss

~~~~.

Steve Me~er, Editor
· ·
Sports Desk: 745-2878
XUSPORTS@HOTMAIL.CGM
BY STEVE METZGER
Sports Editor

A-10 Honors·
The Atlantic- IO C:onference
honored three Xavier athletes last
week for their performance: freshman volleyball player Meggie
Hoffman, freshman soccer player
Andy Farrell and freshman tennis
player Kristen Clary.
·*Hoffman was named theA-lO's
Rookiecof~the-Week for an unprecedented fourth week in a row . With
her exceptional. play against
Wright State and George Washington, shl? broke the previous record
for consecutive awards won by a
Xavier volleyball player held previously by sophomore Molly Martin.
·
*Farrrell, a walk-on this season;
won his first award as he scored the
game winning goal against Wisconsin with 1:36 left to go in the game.
*Clary won her second straight
A-10 weekly award after winning
the Flight 2 singl_es title at the
Bowling Gree.n Invitational.

· Cross country
.continues season

The Musketeers began their A-

i 0 schedule this past. week at
home with victories against
George Washington arid Duquesne ··
while suffering a tough loss to
Dayton. The ladies are now 11-6
overall with a 2-1 conference
record.

XU 3, GW 2
On Sept. 27, the Muskies w.on
their first A-10 match of the season in dramatic fashion. Facing
sure defeat down two games to
none, they did not give up and
rallied to win three straight games.
Lead by junior Kimberly Cockerel, who had a career-high 21 kills
in the m1;1tch, the Musketeers were
able to recover from a sluggish
start out of the gate and win. Senior Katey Wygant, with 16 kills
and 17 digs, and freshman Meggie
Hoffman, who had· 13 kills and 12
digs, also aided the offense.
Sophomore setter Molly Martin accumulated 54 assists during
the five~game match. Those assists helped the Musketeers get 69
kills.
Freshman libero . Jordan
Brightwell played well as the ruler
o( the back row _with. 23 digs.

NEWSWIRE.PHOTO COURTESY OF BRANDY DUNLAP

UD 3, XU O

Last Friday, the Dayton Flyers
With 13 kills in 29 attempts against Duquesne, freshman Meggie
buzzed into the Cintas Center and
1-!offman was named A-1 O Rookie-of-the-Week for the fourth ·
took three hard-fought games (?8straight week.
30, 28-30, 29-31) from the MuskeThe Muskies ended the 'third teers.
· XU 3, DUQUESNE O
In the valiant effort, freshman
The Du_kes journeyed from Pitts- game quickly, jumping out to a
burgh to the Cintas Center on Septem- 18~9 lead at one point and cruised Katie Duchek and Hoffman each
ber 29 and were quickly shown the to win· the game and the match had 10 kills. Wygant finished the
match with 11.
door by the Musketeers who posted · by a final of 30-15.
Wygant had 14 kills and one
It looked for an instant like
their second straight A-10 .win.
The Muskies did trail at one point error for a hitting percentage of Xavier might mount an impressive
in the second. game until Martin .650. Freshman phenoni Meggie comeback again as theY. did against
brought them back irito contention as Hoffman continued· her impres- · Ge.orge Washington when· sophoXavier was able to score 10 consecu- sive season with 13 kills in 29 more Laci Hasenour's serving skills
tive points off her se~~e. This gave attempts and was· named for the . ·enabled ·the Muskies" to· increase
the Musketeers a four-point lead and fourth straight timeA-10 Rt>okie- their game three lead to eight
points. However, the comeback was
enabled them to hang on to win the of-the-Week.
not to be and the Flyers flew away
game.
with the win.
.

Both the men's and women's
cross country teams were in action
this past week. ·
The women's team earned a
sixth place finish in the Duquesne
Invitational out of nine teams with
a score of 128 points on the muddy
and difficult course.
The Xavier University men's
cross country team earned an
eighth place finish out of a field of
18 teams in the University of Louisville Cardinal Classic with a score
of 209 points.

Women's team
·continues winning
ways
The Xavier women's-tennis team
took home championships .in second singles and first doubles at the
Bowling Green State University
Invitational on Sept. 29.
Freshman Kristen Clary won the
title of the tournament.
But it was not ·only in singles
play that the Musketeers excelled
at Bowling Green. The sophomore
pair of Lauren Clary and Stephanie
Bauer won the doubles competition.
In their first dual match of the
season, the Musketeers' accomplished a cle.an sweep of Wright
State.

x
•Women's soccer vs. Richmond
at7p.m.

GAME

On Tap

of the

WEEK

• Volleyball vs. Fordham at 5
p.m.

* exhibition mate~
• Volleyball vs. ~ode Island
at7p.m.
•·Men's soccer vs ..Richmond at
7p.m.

Home soccer games take place at
Corcoran Field.

Sunday, Oct. 13

..
Home volleyball games take place
at Cintas Center.

•Women's soccer vs. George
Washington at 1 p.m.
Home games are in bold.

•Men's soccer vs. George
Washington at 1 p.m.

·VOLLEYBALL VS.
RHODE ISLAND
Friday, Oct. 11 at 7 p.m. at
Cintas Center
·
· The volleyball teatri continues 'its co'tiferen'ce"schedule
Friday against Rhodelslai:id.
The Musketeers are off to. a
good start at 11-6. With powerhouse hitters freshman
Meggie Hoffman, junior Kim
Cockerel, and senior Katey
Wygant, the worrien hope to
bounce back from a tough loss.
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Dave.rants
about
ever.ything
tell~ his divorced wife he's dying.

· BY DAVE GILMORE

11

.

Men's soccer defeats Wisconsin
in.last minute
BY JACOB STORK

Sports Writer ·

The Musketeers were in action
again this week, winning one
game· and dropping two conference games.

XU 3,

WISCON~IN

2

For thatcouple of weeks, she actuThe men's soccer team deally feels bad for the guy just as I
f~ated Wisconsin on Sunday, scorWhen asked which team he was think we all felt a little for that
ing with only .1 :36 to play in .the
rootfog for in the MLB Playoffs this · .. greasy-haired loudmouth; until we. game. The 3-2 victocy lllarks XU's
year, ·my roommate simply replied, found out he was going .to· be OK, · 200th victory in the 29~year his~
"football." I guess that makes sen~e. at which point the blood-rivalry re~ • tory of the program.
·
·
Nine minutes later, senio.r' Lo1 mean, who really has tiine to de- .sumed. Did I say that out loud?
vote to four different series ·played_
The XU men's basketball sched-' ·, gan Wallace scored off a: first post
cross from sophomore Tiest
on week nights thatare noJ,"mally re~ ule has been released, boasting a
.
.
NEWSWIRE PHOTO COURTESY OF BRIAN ANGOUA
served foi: procrastirtatiov? It's· ak .toug/1 out-of-cpnfer~nc.e sche.duk ..· Sondiial, tying the game a~ l).
Senior Logan Wallace. scor.ed two goals against Wisconsin.
·
·
· · . The Musketeers took the lead
most as ifMLB Commissioner Bud· .. and at least six nat!onally .televised
·
Selig has a copy of the syllabus for . games. Among others, the. home ·. six minutes into the second half
UMass scored their first goal off -on·a header from EmersonAquilera's
·· · · ·
· when Wallace scor.ed again off
··
every Class I'm takillg, and_ sch"'d- g~e on March8 against Temple
a rebound in the 31st minute of direct kick from 40 yards out.
·
voll.~y
to
himseif.
.
.
_
ules games to coincide with papers . is~ ·slated· to be broadcasted on
Wit.h only 1:36·1eft, fr_eshman the game. Their second goal came
and exams: l· guess "Dave's GPA" ESPN. Is anyone else as excited as
·
Andy
Farrell found the back of the 20 ·.minutes into· the second half
. was second on his "things to ruin" I am to see Dick Vitale in person
netfor XU and gave them a 3-2 on a bloop shcit over sophomore
list.
again?_ Last year's Crosstown
In the "things you only hear at Blow.. , er, Shootout proved the man
lead. Junior Brandon Lalley as- keeper Brian Schaeper.
sisted
Farrell with a cross from the
state sch_ools" department, Florida just plain loves .it here. I haven't
URI 1, XU 0
State canceled classes for two days seen anyone that excited to be in
right cor~er of the penalty box. •
The
Muskies
lost their secondlast week .becauise of a Thurs4ay the Cintas Center since they told
one in· over- ·
straight
game,
this
UMASS
2,
XU
O
night game vs. Clemson on ESPN. · Ralph Nader "you have three
.
time,
to
Rhode
Island
on Sunday.
The
Xavier
men's
·soccer
team
No word yet on whether Father Gra- hours." I think some time after th~
In
the
109th
minute
of the
was
defeated
by
a
score
of
2-0
in
..
ham is going to let us off for the guy hit the million-dollar shot at
match,
URI's
Simon.
Gatti
scored
.
their
Atlantic-1
O
opener
on
F~day.
Duquesne game. Speaking of bas~ halftime and before David :West got
ketball, the Indiana Pacers have hurt, the perspiration o_n Vitale's
been working otit at Cintas
pre- dome mixed with the intense lightpare for the upcoming NBA season. ing cre.ated a disco-ball effect in the
Did anyone else catch Reggie Miller arena. -Of course, every<me in the
.- It is October and that means
circling around the lower. resident place was too wasted to :notice.
only one thing: baseball playlot loo.king for a parking space?
Also on my list of"thingsl miss
Pricele.ss..
about basketball season''. is our
off~. _And as the weather gets
coldenind 'the ·1eave-s·begin· to
The Cincinnati Bengals lcist their mascot: No, I'm not talking about
turn, the dominant franchises of
fifth gam~of the season on Suriday, the Muskie. He's cool and all, but
making them a perfect 0-5. Instead I'm referring to the beloved ~'Blob"
the "90s have been replaced by
ofpetitioningtostartafootballteam as I like to call it. You know, the
small market teams.
here at Xavier, I think we should just blue thing that runs around and
Three of the teams in this
work a deal out ·with the Bengals. does somersaults? The "Blob"
year's Championship Series have
All we'd have to do is throw them . looks like it. was cast off as one of
storied pasts, the other is relasome alumni cash, put some blue the origin.al Ronald McDonald
tive newcomer. What this year
and white on them, and let them characters, perhaps it was an early
proves is that it doesn't matter
play a college schedule. My guess applicant for the position of Grihow big yo~r payroll is or what
is they'd finish .somewhere in the mace. Regardless, the ·Blob prostars are on your team. It is heart
middle of the A-10, if Corey Dillon .vides entertainment and fan interand desire that matter even at the
. stayed healthy.
action that a man with a funny hat .
major league level. .
. In other NFL news, well, actually and a sword just can't deliver.
The Yankees didn't lose beTrue story: I once saw someone
I really wouldn't know because ev,cause they had a worse team than
ery week I'm forced to watch the in frontofinemassaging the Blob's
the Angels. They lost because
Browns, Bengals or Rams.·. How is tongue during the middle of a close
.in the end it looked like they just
that for selection? The FOX execs game. I really wasn't sure what to
didn't want it as much as the
must be kicking themselves for make of it, but it was eerily com· Angels .. The Dia~ondbacks.
scheduling so many Rams games to forting. Another one of my favordidn't lose because their pitch-,
televise this season. Nothing as bad ite Blob moments is when I was too
ing staff wa_s inferior to the Caras the Rams has aired more regu- sick to· walk 300 feet to go to the
dinals. Iri truth on paper and in
larly on FOX since "Mad TY." I.will. game, s,o insteadJ wa,fohe9 it on TY.
cqmmqn.s.ense,.it •~.knownJhat
say that the Browns at least find in- Sure enough, before they cut to
the boys froin Arizona have the
teresting ways to lose. Besides, hear- commercials during a timeout, I see
better pitchers. But the Cardiing the Cleveland kids that live the Blob tear across the floor and
nals played better than expected
above me throwing things and curs- break into a tumble, and in the same
and would not be intimidated by
ing at the end of every loss is almost motion recover gracefully to its
the big name pitchers of the.Diaworth sitting through a Browns feet. They say laughter is the best
mondbacks.
game.
medicine. If this is true, the Blob is
, . Is baseball dead? Is contracCincinnati Bearcats basketball Mother Theresa.
tion the only way to make base.coach Bob Huggins is apparently
. Finally,· in the current issue of
.ball once again economically v~
on his way to making a fuli recov- Sports Illustrated, Xavier was ·
able? This year gives the answer
ery from a heart attack he suffered ranked the lOlst "Best Sports Colto Commissioner Bud Selig.' The
on Sept.. 28. It's official, you can lege" out of324 Division I schools.
playoffs so far. have been the
now resume your steady flow of In. an unrelated story, the athletic
most exciting in recent memory
name~calling, hanging in effigy and _ department is reportedly unveiling
and can only .get better..
hate mail. Hearing the news about its new slogan for 2003: "A Ct.it
In football, the Rams conHuggins' heart attack kind of re- Above ... 223 other schools." See
tinue to amaze everyone with
minded me . of "The ·Roya_l you at "4 p.m. Madness."
their football skills except those
Tenenbaul)'ls," when Gene Hackman
who remember what is was like.
to watch them in the· late "80s
and early "90s in LA. I'm betting that the Bengals will win a
game before the Rams.

Sports Writer

a
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'Tuxedo' doesn't suit fans
'

'

'

.

'

'

TO THE GRIEF OF MANYTEENAGE FANS JACKIE CHAN DOES SHOWHISASSESTS WELL

Zimmerman .
. Violest Tabea Zimmerman will
BY TONY MCCOSHAM .·~·.'
join, Paavo .Jarvi, an Estonian com· Contributing Wr~ter
poser and the CindnnatiSymphony ·
Orchestra at Music Hall on October
25 at I I a.in. and Oct. 26 at 8 p.m. in
The film "The Tuxedo," is cenperfonnances ofBartok's Viola Con- tered around the startling combiila~ ·
certo. Also in the solo spotlight is tion of Jackie Chan with Jennifer .
CSO principal double bass Owen Love Hewitt. This high concept,
Lee, perfonning Estonian composer team-up movie begins with a deer
Eduard Tubin 's Double Bass Con- ·urinating in a stream. This is mer~ly .
cerio. ·
·~ ... a taste of the less than high~brdw- ::
' . . ·''
'
-r·
.· . ...
.Tick~ts priced from $12.50 to• humorthatfollows.
..
';
$52.50, are available by phone at
As the diluted water makes its
(5I3)38I-3300, or in person atthe way down stream arid Is used as
CSO Sales Office in Memorial Hall, . the "pure" water by a bottle water
I229 Elm Street; next door to the ·company, it also helps set up the
Music Hall, Monday through Sat;. moral of the tale: the exterior
urday IO a.m.. to 6 p.m.
doesn't matter; it is what is on the
Student tickets for CSO concerts inside that is the judge.
are $IO and are availa.b)e the week
·Once we leave the lovely world
of the c.oncerUn person at the CSO of bottled water, we are iiltroduced
Sales Office, over the phone, or at to Chan's character, the kindwww.cincinnatisymphony.org.
hearted but socially awkward Jiinmy .
Tong. Tong doesn't have much luck Much to tha 6nhappiness of many Jennife~ Love Hewitt fans, this is the.
with the ladies, as an exercise pick- · only type of jugs found in the movie'.
ing up an art dealer points out. Perhaps it is the soul-patCQ under his
with a bomb attached to it. As a with his polar opposite. Th'e mov- harm's way to get the stunt done:
The private collection of art critic lower lip, or his .Hooters ~hirt. ·
As if the soul-patch and the result of the. "skateboard attack," ies would definetly gross lots of Many times, he' did, and those ·
Clement Greenberg includes 60
paintings, drawings, and sculptUres. Hooters shirt weren't. enough, the Devlin is ho~pitali~ed and tells money.
stunts not only invoked awe, but
Along with the banalit:Y of vii- also hearty laughtei. However, in
The display opens on Saturday Oct. filmmakers blatantly relay the fact Jimmy to "use the tuxedo." Jimmy
·
lainous bottled water tycoon "The Tuxedo," Chan's skills' are sul12 at the Dayton Art Institute. .
. that this is not your normal Chan vows to avenge Devlin._
The culprit behind the assassi- Diedri.ch Banning referring to hiin- lied by the over-use of obvious viThe collection, purchai>ed by the character- namely Jackie's charac'Portland Art Museum after the ter can't fight. This is conveyed . nation attempt on Devlin is soon selfand those of his ilk as "the new sual effects anci wfres ... Granted, the
critic's death, features work by Pol-. ·when Jimmy is randomly attacked · revealed: bottled wate~ tycoon oil barons," and Hewitt's constant film ~xplai~s thiS by attrihuting his
Jock; Frmlkenthaler, Noland, Olitski,. by some juiced-up bike messenger. pied~ich Banning (Ritchie' Coster); complaints about Jimmy going.from ·newfound talents to· his high.tech
Caro, Hofmann and other great art- · Despite the comic promise of the In the following scenes, he reveals chuckle inducing to annoying,. suit, but it. nevertheless leaves ·a
ists from the Abstract Expression- situation, the scene is actually so.me- his plot to releast'. bacteria in the· , there is a diamond in the rough. Pe- majority of th"e action ·scenes dull
ist, Color Field and Post Painterly what disturbing given its· sudden.~ waterthatwillmakepeoplemor~and ter Stonnare of "Fargo" fame el- and unimpressive. This new film
Ab*action movements.
ness:ln the film. .
.• 111orethirsty,
.
evates ··the invokes little more than chuckles
•.
· . : The,: exhibit will run through Jan~r.. ·. . ~ sp,ite ofhis cowardice \\'.ith..t~e -~ (:Ji e r e b y
• rol~
Dr,. and yawns.
..
,5~2003tAdultticketsare$10and$8'·· guerillabikemessenger,Jiriunyisr~~ .'.'in akin g.
.Simm·s, ·the
Although "The Tuxedo''. lsn 't as
for students(+ i 9, with valid ID).
cruited by Intelligence Agent:: people buy
mad scientist much ofan exercise lliurioriginality ·
.~·· .'For
information, call (937) Steena, as played by Debi Mazar iri ·.more and
carrying· out as its concept suggests, it still isn't
223-5277, or visit the Dayton Art her typical ice queen fashion that more bottled
D i e d r i c h that great of a movie; Many jokes
Institute
website
at we last saw in "Beethoven's ind." water.
Banning's either fall flat or simply are not
HeistobethedriverforthemysteBack at
convolu~ed . ,present. Also, as mentioned above,
www.daytonartinstitute.org.
rious billionaire, Clark Devlin. Ui:t- D e v l i n ' s
plan of water the film relies too much on .Chan's
beknownstto Jimmy, Devlin is ac..: mansion,
tampering. enhanced stunts for both excitement
tually a top-level secret agent. · Jimmy ~ries
Storm are~ and humor. Unfortunately, these
Devlin is also a devil with the la- ·on the myswith
his stunts, much like the movie, do not
dies.
terious tux- .
unique accent deliver.
Just when you think you've edo. It is equipped with a superand mannerstumbled into "Green Hornet: The · dooper-secret. technology that isms, takes a rather generic role and
Keeping with t.he Holloween Movie," possibly the funniest point somehow connects itself to the gamers some of the biggest laughs
spirit, The Know Theatre Tribe leads in the film occurs: the introduction · nerves of its wearer and controls in an overall tepid film.
The inevitable final fight scene .
an expedition into the world of con- of Hewitt as. Del Blaine: forer:isic his or her actions. Mistakenly pro- ·
lab
nerd.
She
spouts
out
so
much
gramming
the
tu:l{edo
for
"Destrucis
where
I had a realization. It is
spiracies; Iri Perpetuity Throughtechnical
mumbo
jumbo
·and
wears
tion,''
a
pointless,
boring
and
unhere
tliaH
discovered what' has
out the Universe traces the experi-:
her
intelligent
glasses
in
such
a
way
funny
ransacking
of
Devlin's
bedbeen
wrong
with
many of the hereence of several young people inthat
you
almost
forget
she
was
in
room
occurs.
tofore-mostly
unme.ntioned
Chan ·
. volved with the Montage Publishsuch
movies
as
"I
Still
Know
What
·
As
the
film
progresses,
Jimmy,
a
fight
scenes
and,
consequently;
the
irig House, an agency that supplies
·
You
Did
Last
Suril~er"
and
"Sister
middle-aged
Asian
man
posing
as
.
movie.
Part
of
the
joy
of
watching
ghostwriters to pen consp.iracy ~x
Act2: Back in the Habit."
Devlin, meets. with Hewitt's olderChanmoviesisthesheerscope
poses.
In
a
scene
harkening
back
to
(or
.caucasian
inexperienced lab nerd, of the stunts and the fact that he
In particular,
Christine
is
it
ripping
off?)
the
Dirty
Harry
Del,
for
their.
first mission together. . does them all hinlself. Each snint in
Penderecki has been asked to write
flick
"The
Dead
Pool,''
Jimmy
and
Goodness,
movie
studios should these past flicks makes it seem as
the sequel to ZO~ a manifesto about
Devlin
are
chased
by
a.
skateb~ard
make
more
movies
teaming Chari though he actually put himself in
the Jewish conspfracy in America
and then shifts from the Jewish com- ·
munity to the corruption of the
-~~~11i~4';~f~'i~
world by underground Asian forces.
m~ri
ur·,
'~m~:: $1\fk-n ~··~;.II
· Pay~what-you-can-night is on . t!Hi'llili?'.:l<'~W.~l~~~~.ll'~WllW~~
Thursday, Oct. I 0 at 8 p.m. with proThe following di.scs are due for release m1 or before October 8 .;.
Thursday, October 10
Saturday, October 12
ceeds benefitting the Cincinnati
·
Honey Tongue
cKy
Youth Group. Official opening night
. Ben Folds Live (Epic) ... Bon Jovi Bounce (Island); .. Chevelle Wonder
@Top
Cats
@Stanley's Pub
is Friday, Oct. l l at ll p.m. The
Whats Next (Epic) ... Crash Test Dummies Jingle All the Way(Koch}
night will offer free food and drinks.
..; DJ Dan Round Trip (KinetiC) ... Jurassic 5 Power in Numbers (single
' . For more information, visit the
Friday, October 11
disc or packaged w/DVD) {lnterscope).'.. Kottonniouth Kings Rollin'
Tuesday, October 15
Know Theatre Tribe Web site at
Eightfeet
Stoned(Capitol/Suburban Noize) ... Sonic Youth In the Fishtank(EP)
Mary
Pr1,mkster
www.knowtheatre.coin. To make
(In the Fishtank)
·
·
@ Barrelhouse Brewing
@.S~dsy
M:alone.~s
reservations or if you have quesCompany
tions; call 300-KNOW, or email at
... all dates are tentative. .
info@knowtribe.com.
'

I

m

Cleinent Greenberg'

lf

more

In Perpetuity
Throughout the
Universe.

New Releases

;(till. . , .

tul:Ut l'MJ<J11U•W.%f.

·;
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Witherspt>on b?s ·.made. op.esweetmqvie
'SWEET

HOMKALAB~

IS AN· ENJOYABLE MOVIE WHICH IS WELL MADE WITH A CAP_TIVATING STAR

Why is Carmichael sq worried of where she came from. Her parabout getting married to a high-pro- ents (Fred Wa_rd and Mary Kay .
file politician's son and having me- Place) are.as quirky and as stereoWhen meh see a commercial for . dia scrutiny ·on her past? Cue typical as·you can portray southa movie on TV, usually a couple Lynard Skynard tune please. - em parents. Her mom stays at home
w_eeks before it comes out, our Melanie comes from.a one-stoplight and bakes, while her dad has no
brains immediately categorize the town deep in the .south where ev- apparent occupation aside from
movie into two distinct ·schools of erybody knows everybodys name, p11rticipatfog in Civil War re-enactfilm. Before that guy with the deep and all the other nuanc.es associ- ments. While Melanie searches for
closure on her past, she is reminded
voice can even say whatthe movie_. ated with the small-town south.
is about, we know it is either a) "a
Aside from leaving behind trailer that she feels at home with simple
chick flick" orb) "not a chick flick." homes, line dancing and pick-up country living and Jake, as well as
this· categorization becomesone of trucks, Melanie also left one either living in New York with Andrew
the deciding factors in whether we small thing: a husband. We come and his super-empowered mother,-.
. tht:: mayor of New York (Candice
are actually going to pay to see ·
• · Bergen).
it.
_This film makes a surprisingly
"Sweet Home Alabama'~ defiReese Wit;herspoon dominates this movie with her
strong showing despite its predictnitely falls intc:i category a, but
charm a~d chai-i.Sma.
. ability ·and somewhat hackneyed
don't be too quick to write off
While it's not going to qraw any
genre. Reese Witherspoon, who warming performance as sensitive,
this new romantic comedy starOscar
attention or win any MTV
proved to be more than just a simple. small town guy wjth a secret
ring the extremely talented Reese movie
awards, "Sweet Home Ala· pretty face in "Election" and "Le- that makes the movie more intriguWitherspoon.
bama"
is a solid good time at the
Witherspoon ("Legally ··
gally Blonde," is dead~on with ing.
theater.
The "Aw" rating is through
Candice Bergen, who miracu- .
jokes and ha_s genuine on.:.screen ·
Blonde," "Cruel Intentions")
the
_
roof,
meaning every time
chemistry with Josh Lucas, a rela- lously hasn't aged since her 80's
plays Melanie Carmichael, a sucWitherspoon
or one of her suitors
tively unknown actor who. may sitc!'.>m days on "Murphy Brown,"
cessful young fashion designer
says
something,
it generates some
)lave given his breakout perfor- does' ~ convincing mother~of-the
who brings _good :old southern
sort
of"a-W"
sound
from the female
mance. While it's a bit difficult to groom perform~ce, even though her
charm to the big city to try and
. make it on her own. Melanie.finally· to find out Melanie got married to like her character when she returns. character is eerily similar to her fast audience, and the jokes are written
and delivered well enough to keep
has everything going well for her: her elementary/junior high/high home and takes such an elitist atti- major role in "Miss Corigeniality."
Fred Ward ("Summer Catch"), those of us who quote "Top Gun'"
she's dating the mayor's son; has school sweetheart Jake (Josh Lucas) tude toward the people who used
·ofteh'tharf"Sixteeb ·candles"
her own fashion show, and drives a while they were teenager~: Jake h_as · to be in her life, it is rewarding fo · who has played somebody's father .
refused to divorce Melanie. ever watch her grow as a person and more' times than anyone else in the content.
really sweet Saab.
lfthis were 1998, you'd probably
history of film, is comedicaily.seaWhen her boyfriend Andrew since she moved to New York, hop- rediscover . her. roots.
.
(Patdck Dempsey) proposes t9 her ing to' win her back and make
Adding to the castof likeable soneci' and provides many of the see Meg Ryan opposite Matthew
by leading her. into Tiffany's and _ ammends for his cr~zy redneck characters is Ethan Embry ("(;an 't -laughs as Melanie's father. Maybe _McConaughey in this movie, but
letting her pick whatever monstrous. ways.
Hardly .Wait''), whos_e character, the best line in the whole movie · Withersp,oon and Lucas prove to
be just a5 fornl.iclable ... "Sweet Hoine
The film continues to follow Bobby Ray (how Alabarnais t~at?) comes 'when he utters. something
finger-rock she desires, Melanie is
. tloore'd' arid ·:also a. bit scared. be~ Melanfo on her frifback 'home to serVes as a conscience 'and reality about "not being able to ride tWo Alabama" is enjoyable from begincause of her humble roots back in get a divorce from Jake, but really check to childhood friend Melanie. horses with one ass." Genius, pure ning to end, with plenty of laughs,
tears, and "awwwws" in between.
we are watching her being reminded Embry, gives a funny a11d heart- genius.
Greenville, Ala.
BY DAVE GILMORE
Contributing Writer

·more
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Martin )s voice; It is his voice that
This is det_initely for the best be- Turn On the Bright Lights. From
truly carries the album. His high
cause Interpol is able to give proof the chugging sound of the pulsing
tenor is emotive, wavering splenthat the. hype surrounding them is · song "Roland" -and "PDA'' to the
didly over heavier guitar and druffis.
definitely for true reasons .
two-part chorus of "Obstacle 2,"
Lyrically, A Rush ofBlood to the
.The album opens with the famil- this 'band never ceases to amaze
Head is. searingly honest, a trade•
iar "Un'titled" (you may have heard throughout the entirety. of the almark and one of the stre~gths of
it in a Levi's advertisement). The -bum. Turn On the Bright Lights
t::oldplay. Martin sounds more execho effects. applied to change t.he (Matador Records) is truly an al-:
. perienced and less naive than in
texture of guitar and piano are 'used bum that will. be referenced when
'his lyr,~cs 'frorii Parat'huies; Thei(
to the highestpot~ntial atid form-a comparing many hands in the fu·
·
first' sirigle; "In My Place" show·spaCioiis opening-sequence to wliat tlire.
c·ases 'a.reminiscent, remorseful
· soundS to be .a fuigile dream, .Every_
.COldplay
Martin'.as.he recounts the woes·of
.
song
on
_the
albu~
has
very
precise
Turn on the'1Jright Lights
A Rusli of Blood to the Head . lost i~V,gwith equal pain and pride:
perc;us~ion
sprinting
Iwadlo~g
with
-TiiriFair
.(~apitol) · ·
.
.
.
· (Capitol) ··
. "fo rnYt·~place/vvere lines that I .
' :< ·ilie,.releritless guhar and vocal Jex~ ·..
: Contributing Writer .
·. iUn;s,: though "Say' Hello t:O'the ·
·.. couldri~t'chaitge/I was lost;"
· Angels'; and '.'Stella·'o/a8 di~er ti!i<J · >
· . :...> Although Coidplay is now more . ·
.. ''
'
· experienced, their lyrics and sound·.
.·. sh'e' vvas always 'down''. 'chforiiCle
Retro
rocks
their riiilsical skills the best. ·
polished, they
not immune to
-A.dreamy album from a
·
· /·
Just as th.is band iSp}!enoirienal ·
. the blissful feelings.slirrounding·a
dreamy band
In the past tWoyears, the 'musi_c · · afcraftmgmtisical 4lxfure~.with their
new love. Martin never turns sappy •·
There is something dream-like to in the.striking ballad "Green Eyes,'; ·.
industry has seen _a: sudden resur~ .iri,sttliments; so are they at fofutu~.
the music ofColdplay, something in and :the' result is pure emotion,.a.
gence of retro~rockinJ)ands such lating witty and thciught-provbking
as the Strokes, the White Stripes, lyrics_; M()st notable iii this respect.·
the glowfug guitars, the trembling song about putting full trust in the. '
and Black Rebel Motorcycl~ Club. · istli~ song~~NYC;" which is possi- ..
beauty of singer Chris- Martin's act ofloving someone: "I came here.
Where these -b.~ds have more of a . bly''the internal. monoiogue: of a
voice, something in the trance-like with a load/and it feels so much .
·.·;·.
drumming:which,i:ises, steady and · lighter/~ow that! met you."
throwback sound comparable to. cyrii~ freshly~fallert OIJtOflove arid .
that of their predecessors;· such a5 brciught.~o·voice.byJ~ad~vocalist
'deliberate, from a delicate piano solo.
· . Coldplay's A Rush of Blood to
the Stooges,.· Tetevision and the Paul B~ks; '.fhe cyriicJm4s sola_ce
The.re's something captivating in this the Head is a gorgeous spectacle
world. of emotionally honest stories of melody, sparkling guitar and that
Rolling Stones, there haven't been in the on~ thing he.feels he truly
many bands to 11tilize the post-punk knows:· "Subway; she. is ·porno.
of love,Jost a,nd_ gainet,l;; ~~ life and - voice. Oh, that voice. They have
styles in rocfofEcho. and the Pavements,they.areamess./Iknow
:living, all wrapRed.up.inan- 11.song .evolvecf'.fr.om •.~~the. .. Radiol,lead
Bunnymen, the·psychedelicFurs or· you've supported n:ie for a long
. al~\llll·"··.:L;. · . .;,_;L;):f~fi(~:~:,:;;; ':-· -· :· ·. knoc.k-oti;6liod with that one overJoy Division. Interpol" has.sought time; somehow I'm not impressed/
• :-,'Fd'QiY:~rtlng'froD..iP.~i~d6ute,Y,
,,:p~aye_cf ~;g~(@w?~:song"
to a group
.., . ., . "":·-.. . ·- : • '·, .,.,
...
"
to change that.
· , -_ : .._,-, , ... butNewYorkcares."
:·:· ;::.StrJpp~d':Qgwn;~yOC:~.ly~f.~~~p·firSt.,0:sb~~ing ~e-~¢nt and vision. Yes,
......
-• ·· ' aibillii;.eolaplily's~secMCi:'.albtiilfA;]: ::this -is.:a:~aream:'world, one that is
With the release of theitdebiif. · ;: It is impossible to find a single
album Turn On the Bright Lights, moment on this album that isn't
Rush of Blood 'the Head is iush worth visiting.
these NYC inhabitm:its have man.; awe-inspiring if the listener gives
and instrumental. This album empha- ·
-Margaret Russo
aged to make their influences obvi~ · full attention to the words, sounds
sizes their musical abilities while still
Contributing Writer
ous without losing all originality. and overall product that is Interpol's
highlighting the strange splendor of ·

Interpol,-
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are.
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'Bla~ing

.

Saddles' prepares for battle

ASSISTANT DIVERSIONS EDITOR JIMMY TAKES ON CONTRIBUTING WRITER MATT OVER CONTROVERSIAL MOVIE
· ofall-stars includiµg Brooks and out inappropriate._ "Blazlng
Richard Pryor. Not to be forgot- Saddles" may have been totally acten are the brilliant musical sets ceptable to audiences in 1974, but
"Blazing Saddles" is one of
in the movie. The three different we Jive in a city where people.are
the funniest movies ever made.
original comedy songs in the . rioting over race. issues and nearly
It also happens to be one of the
·movie add to. the. classic film- one out of five women has been ·
most offensive and crude movmaking and overall quality. sexually harassed or assaulted. In
ies director Mel Brooks has
M!!ybe that is why this film was light of this, it's just not tasteful
made in similar regard. However,
nominated for three Academy humor today.
there are some elements to this
Awards.
·
Many moons ago, I was on a high
classic western-style spoof that
..
So loosen up, go.rent "Blaz- school choir trip-to New York, and
will leave you rolling for days and
ing Saddles," and. have a fe~ travelled by bus with a built-in VCR.
quoting for years.
laughs with the best comedy in Halfway through Pennsylvania,
The movie is absurd in just
someone thought it would· be fun
about every regard. From the ·
the last 25 years.
· to watch~ you guessed it- "Blazbeginning when the track-layers
. ing Saddles." We made it through
for the railroad company are
15 minutes of off-color hQmor besinging songs to the end of the
-·fore our ·choir director shut off the
movie when the two heroes, Bart
tape in response to growing pro(played by Cleavon Little) and
tests throughout the bus. Being
· Jim a.k.a. the Waco Ki~ (played
Matt
SAYS:
Was this a movie about satire and wit·, or was
by Gene Wilder) ride off in a Cadillac,
This movie is social pesticide. young and stupid, I didn't underit about boobs?
Confused? Pop "Bla2:ing Saddles'; stand why people were' getting so
"Blazing Saddles" takes the viewer
on a ride of shock humor and clasin the VCR next time you have a . upset over a movie. Age breeds
pulled extra tight. This is where the
This is not· to say "Blazing group of friends over, and see how wisdom, however; I'm no longer
sie spoof.
"Blazing Saddles" is the most movie takes off. It knocks down Saddles" wa,i; simply a shock hu- long it takes befor~ someone gets surprised that more than a few of
my friends shoot me "we are not
offensive movie of all time. I don't tl;le wall of "political correctness" mor comedy. No, it's much more · offended and leaves.
By the end of the movie, don't amused'.' glares any time I inention
mean a certain group of people were and lets everyone know it's time to refreshing thari that. The character
offended in particular, every singfo laugh at how absurd things can be. interaction between the two heroes, be surprised if you're the only one Mel Brooks' "defining" movie.
Yeah, there are gut-busting modemographic was covered. No one
•What is so amazing about this Jim and Bart, is hilarious. They laughing. .True, there are some
was safe in this movie, and ifthere movie is how it has lasted since the · seem to be a true testament of how genuinely funny moments in this ments in this movie that aren't that
was some sort of unspoken stereo- ·1910s. Since then, our shock level people, regardless of skin color, film, but the constant stream of offensive. Yes, w·e all have an inner
type of the 70~, it was probably as an audience has been raised a should treat one another.
jokes about race, r_ape and sexual seven-year-old who can't help but
considerable amount. Television
mentioned twice.
"Blazing Saddles" was never in- preference will hit at least one of giggle at fart jokes and toilet humor.
This is exactly the reason "Blaz- · programs and movies are more edgy tended to be serious. It wasn't even your friend~ where it hurts, making In the big scheme of things, howing Saddles" is a classic, and Qot a and racy in attempt to retain some supposed to gravely offend .any- you look like a complete jacka5s to ever, there are so.me movies we'd
be better off without. "Blazing
racist piece oftrash. The 1970s wer~ shock entertainment. However, . one. Instead, its purpose was to someone you· care about.
I'm not one to advocate censor- Saddles" is one of them. Watching
a tough time for race issues in the even with this new level, "Blazing attack stereotypes and the ludiUnited States. Needless to say, the Saddles" will still make your jaw crousness that comes with them, . ship by any means, but there are · a movie with friends is no fun if
tensions of different races wei:e drop .
The movie was wrilten by a set some times when things are just flat- you're the only one laughing.

Jimmy SAYS: .
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.··Students have ,added their names to the ''Not i~ Our Name"
'
. ..
< '
.
.
. '
campaign on Xavier's campus, protesting President Bush s
· war campaign against Iraq.
·

When you're, fiot feeling· well,
-.this is the last place

you "'ant to .be.;..· .

.. lost in ·thetrowd.
.

,;

Erm

Introducing. t0e Deaconess Hospital
·
· Emergency .De.partmerJ(20-miriu.te .guarantee .....

•

I

''

'

AaronAbeii ·
Christine Anderson
Nicole Anderson
· MarkAnninio, Jr.
Kevin Batterberry
Kim Bill, Alwn
Christian Boyles, Staff
Jenelle Brown
Beck)r BurnSide
Giulianna Cappelleti, Alum
· Allison Clary
Amanda J. Corzine
Cox
Nicole Dion
JerinaDirr
Sarah Doherty
Tim Donahue
Nicholas J. Ehlman
Kathryn Else
Farid Esack, Faculty
·Kristen Feeney
·.Steve Fehf
Mike Felger
John M. Ferone, S.J.
Steve Fisk
Scott Fulton
Marie Gasper
Adam Gerhardstein
Tonja Grant
Michael Goldweber, Faculty
BreGoss
Justin Hardy
Michael Hasenmueller, Alum
Clare Herlihy
Mary Anne Helmsing
Irene Hodgson, Faculty
Danlmwalle

t

:

'•

Need an Emergency Room? Don't get lost inthe crowd.

Deaconess Hospital, we promise to ge~ you in. to'
see a doctor or nurse within 20 .minutes of your arrival
anytime, 24/7 or we'll buy lunch! You'll receive friendAt

ly, personalized care because that's what we do .best. And
we're located within minutes from campus, so you dpn't
have to go far or wait long when you're not feelingwell.

Students: Just bring your insurance card and studentl.D.
with you to the Deaconess Emergency Department. We
accept most healthcare. insurance plans and have special
arrangements for students with Student Health plans.

. Deaconess Hospital is located at 311 Straight Street in Clifton,
at the c·orner of Straight Street and Clifton Avenu~

'

Nikki Lamps
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John J. LaRocca, S.J., Faculty
Sarah Kalonick
Kristin Keeper
Christopher Kenney
Paul Kilitter, Faculty
Kateri ·Kosta
Be~iamin.Krause

Amy Kring.s, AllJ!ll ·
Stephen Kuffn~r

WESTERN

HIU.S

VIADUCT

DEACONESS
A member of Deaconess Associations Inc.

© 2002 Deaconess Hospital

www.deaconess;healthcare.com

Downing ScholaJ:"ship
for Xavier business students

• Receive a schoiarship of $2,000 per semester for ··
three semesters ·
• Work on a research project with a business professor
• Meet with a business mentor

Downing Scholarship
INFORMATION SESSION
Monday, October 14, 2002
1 :30 to 2:45 p.m.
CBARoom#17
For an application .or more information, contact:
Ms. Cindy Stockwdl, Williams College of Business
WCBBuilding,2ndFloor. Tei'::745-3131 ·

Deadline for applications is November 4..

Stephe~ LaYelle, Alum
Glen Erik Lonergan
Kendra Massey .
· Kristin Matthes.
Lisa M. Mccafferty
Ryan McCafferty
Terrence McCafferty
Kate McDonough
Laura Kristin McNeer
Molly McHeiµy
Katie Meyer
James Murphy
Chris Ortman
Ken Overberg, s:J., Faculty
Christopher Penna
Julia Przybysz
·Stephanie Przybysz
Melissa Mosko ·
Eric Peter
Carol Ramey, Faculty
Kristin Reitz
Aaron M. Romero...
· ·Sarah Russo·.·.
Danyce Saul
Pat. Scallen, alum
Sarah Scheibe ·
Erica Schmidt
Chris Seelbach, Alum
Emily Senich
Tom Sheibley ·
Annie Sobotka
Maria Starkey
Alejandra Straud
Jennifer Such
Eric Sundrup .
Whitney Thornton
Jonathan Trauth; ~luµl
Erin Triplett
Joseph Tyna
Benjamin Urmston, S.J., Faculty
Kenny Voskuhl
Patrick Welage, Faculty· ·
Christopher Wesley
. iaurie Wesp
.Esther .West ..
Elizabeth Whitton
Patty Wilde

CAMPUS CALENDAR
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sie case of when bad clothes happen to good people. ·

MONDJ.\Y

October 9
Note to the reader:· a special
guest author, John Katrus, is
helping me out with this issue,
so not all of this is my doing.
those of you out there who do
· There may never have been
not catch on to subtlety, that
a more lovable movie character
means
this is a free show.
than Chunk. He loved ice
cream, police chases, and Sloth.
How can you not love this little·
tike?. For God's sake, Michael
October 'i 1 .
Jackson has been to his house~.
Okay, not really, ~ut his sister
Kat is planning on sporting a
did.
purple silkshirt and capri panes
Remember the time Chunk
today, so it must be National
saved all the old folks from the
."Coming Out Day." The next
nursing home fire? Or.the time
thing you know he'll be getting
he drank all the coffee at Intera crazy haircut· like ·Rosie
national Coffee Hour, leaving
O'Donut ... I mean O'Donnell.
none for the thirsty masses?
Don't Tell Anna performs
Hopefully that won't happen
today at 3:30 p.m. on.the sec- · againat7:30p.m. in Kelley Auditorium. However, tonight they
ond floor of the G-Spot.
will be accepting donations of a
-monetarY nature for Shantytown.
Sloth and Chunk will not be appearing at this perfonnance, as
·October 10
.we have.just found out that Sloth
Tom Sherwood performs. · died 11 years ago. Tonight, we
"Music at Noon" today on the.
urge all to devour a gallon of
academic mall. Interpretive
Chocolate Eruption in honor of
dances relating to the Truffle
our fallen comrade.
Shuffle will be displayed · , Men For Others will be sponthroughout the performance.
soring a night of Roller Skating
at 7 p.m. TI1e Fratelli family will
· Don't Tell Anna will thrill
be in attendance, and a moonaudiences for the first time this
light skate with Mama Fratelli
year at 7:30 p.m. in Kelley Auditorium. Sioth and Chunk will
herselfwiU be auctioned offduring the. course of the evening.
be bouncing at the door, but
will be accepting Baby Ruth · Keep in mind that this·is the same
lady who played Momma in
bars instead of money. For

October 14
J:low badly would you< like to
see Chunk sing Copa Cabana in a
Hawaiian grass skirt? I know.I
would. Well, perhaps my dream
will come true when Ryan's· Pub
· hosts an.other Karaoke Night at 9
p.m. I fully expect Sloth to be
sluggin' dowri beers at the bar tonight. Oh wait, he's still dead,

FRIDAY·.

~l1lllJ~•J;l\•1

M~h love 9hunk.
"Throw Monima from the Train."
Get there early, fellas, as this hot ·
little number will not be on the market very long.

October 12
The rugby team takes on Dayton today at I p.m. on the intramural fields. This promises to be a
game filled with Intensity, followed
by a night of enlightened discussion over cups of tea and scones.
· The women's soccer team gears
up for its match against Richmond
at 7 p.m. on the Core. The goal is to
·have a higher attendance than a typical WNBA game, which I'm pretty
sure is seven people, so go out and
show your support.
. The vol!eyball team takes on
Rhode Island at 7 j>.m. in the 'Ta5.
Go out and show some support.

·SUNDAY
'

·, October 13

Those Canadians can never
seem to get holidays right. They
. have Boxing Day the day after
Christmas; and apparently they
celebrate Thanksgivmgtoday. Tell ·
me, Canada, what do you have to
· be thankful for? Your favorite sport .
is hockey, .you are constantly referred to as "Anierica, Jr.," and I'm
pretty sure you don't hav,e an
army. I'll tell you what, when the.
rea' Thanksgiving comes around,
.· 1 U~myluckystarsldon'tlive
, in Canada,.·, · · ,.. ,. · · ·
1

.One month· ago to· this very
day, 13 strapping young lads
October 15
brought forth a party of immens_e
proportions to the students at
Today is Academic Day, and
there are no classes. Yeah, this
Xavier. Who am I kidding? We're
makes sense. Anyway, I'm not one·
not strapping yoling lads, we're
to coµiplain when I am told there
just dirtbags.
are no classes being held. Various
Don't you love people with two
events celebrating the pleasures of
first names? Richard Raymond
acac,leinia will be held today,
tickles the ivories at 2:30 p.m. in
topped offby mud wrestling with
the Gallagher Theatre.
the JesuitS. · My money· is on Fr.
. Shantytown events begin toGraham. He's pretty cagey.
day. Come out and visit these fake
Flu vaccines will be available
homeless people this week. Vari- ,
ous events informing students · .beginning· today from 8:30 a.m.
until 4 p.m. The cost.is $15, and
a!:><mt homelessness and· poverty
will be held all week, including an . can be applied to your bursar account. .The Health and Counselexclusive, behind-the-cardboard
mg Center has also notified me that
look at Penna ~d Ortman spoonOctober is Liver Awareness
ing the night away. Ortman will no
Month. Well, we are going up to
dou!:>t be donning a poncho that
represents a Mexkan ·tapestry" · · Dana's' t<r celebrate·with ours.
Katout, Murphout
gone homblywrong. This is a clas-

For classifieds info call Renee at 745-3561 or e-mail her at orange_flamingo4@hotmail.com.

Help Wanted

HIRING salaried salespeople,
***ACT NOW! Guarantee the
5BR & 4BR- Very large, newly
Childcare Provider- immedibest spring break prices! South
renovated apartments close to
.. ate need for community services
campus reps, and on-site staff. Con.NEED CASH???
Padre, Cancun, Jamaica, Bahaina5,
campus. These apartmen~ feature:
agency. Pleasant enviroment
tact w'ww.studentexpress.com or 1Everybody's Records wants your
800-787-3787 for details.
Acapulc<>, Florida and MardiGras.
a sunroom, adining room, ceramic
working with preschoolers. PrOwell cared for CD's, LP's and DVD's
in exchange for $$$ or store credit.
fessional development opportuTRAVEL FREE, Reps Needed, . . tile, I:JI~~ C?m.ee~.c.eiJP.~.f3!15, launDiscmints.for6+. · . dry, air c<>nditioning, off-streetparknities. hr. shiftS M~F, at $7 .2S
We offer a wide selection ofRock,
-888-TIDNK-SUN {I .:SSs-844-6578
ing, security lighting, garbage disReggae; . Hip-Hop,· R&B., Punk,
hr. Plea5e call 63 i-4000, Director
d e p t 2 6 2 6 )
posal, dishwasher, and new appliBlues and more. Includ~g posters, . -Norwood. Service League
SPRING BREAK 2003 is now
W\VW.springbrel;lkdiscounts.com
ances. Available immediately. For
stickers, patches and buttons.
sponsored by Student Express!
Everybody's·Records 6106 Mopta showing call Jan at 513-388- 9979
, Draft Worldwide is looking for
Cancun,. Acapulco, Mazatlan, Jaor 513-253-7368..
gomery Road at Ridge.
SPRING BREAKERS '2003
energetic PT employees to assist
maica, Bahamas, Smith Padre, Las ·
Travel with STS,Americas #1 Stu~
. with event promoiions and other . Vegas, Florida, and Ibi2a: Book early
dent Tour Operator. Jamaica,
APARTMENTS & HOUSES:
$12/HOUR SUMMER MANprogram activities in local night_and ge(FREE MEALS! Student
Rent now for next year and get first
AGEMENT INTERNSHIP 2003
club and bars. You must be 2I
Express sponsors the BEST PAR- · Cancun, Acapulco, Bahamas, or
choice of these huge, newly renoFlorid8. Sell trips, earn cash, travel
years old, love socialiZing, have
Student Painters are looking for inTIES and is NOW HIRING salaried
vated deluxe apartments in safe,
free. Info/ reservations call: 1-8007
great attention to detail and be .
dividuals who are interested in
Salespeople, Campus Reps, and
648-4849 orwww.ststravetcoin
secure neighborhoods! Featuring
willing to work nights arid week.;.
gaining management experence.
On-site
;,;Staff~
Contact
amenities such as: ceiling fans,
ends.. Fax your resume to 5 I3Great resume builder. No experiwww.studentexpress.com or 1-800laundry,AC, off-street parking lots,
ence necessary however must be
68 l~3502orcall5I3-681-2353for
787-3787 for detailS.
and fully-equipped kitchens with
hard working. Last summer the avmore info.
5-7 bdrm apartment for rent next · new appliances. Call Ian 388-9979
erage internship paid $8,000. Hire
year. Across from campus on Dana
or253-7368.
· #I Spring Break Vacations! I I 0
Blue Ash family seeking NS
first come, first qualified basis. For
Ave.,availableAug.2003. Call616energetic sitter in our home for 3 · percent Best prices! Mexico, Jamore info call 1-888-839-3385.
9000 for info.
maic~ Bahafuas, Florida, Texas.
children ages 4, 9 and 11. Look3 bedroom and I 1/2 baths at
Book.now and save. Receive free
ing for Thursday evenings, ocHousekeeping in Hyde Park·
llxlnn: $425 and3-41xlnn: $825, .. 1802 WaylandAve. Newly remodcasional weekdays, some Satur- . parties and meals! Campu5 reps · at 3964 RegentAve. W/D, new furhome. Good pay! Work around
eled, equipped kitchen and offw~nted! ·can I-800-234-7007.
yolirschedule. Work 10-15 hrs. per
day evenings. Can be flexible.
naces.. Short term leases available
street parking. $750 per month.
www.endlesssummertour5.com.
week. 321,;.8196
Transportation required:
thrOughJune2003. {513}-984:-8576· . Call531'-730t:·.. . ...

4

Attention.

EARN·m:Group

.For Rent.

